
Modular   Class   5

Truck   Bars



The Cross Tube is chosen based on the truck 
chassis width.

B Cross Tubes

The next generation in truck towbars is here. 

The new Modular Class 5 Towbars are a fully bolted, custom fit bar, requiring no welding. 
Choosing your towbar is now as easy as A, B, C, allowing you to pick and choose from a variety 

of side arms, cross tubes and hitch kits to suit your customer’s truck and towing needs.

All bars come fully wired with a wiring solution patch.
Utilise the modular system to maintain stock availability with less warehouse space required and 

ensure you still have multiple fitment options across truck variants such as chassis width.
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AS   EASY   AS   A, B, C
modular   class   5

A Sidearm Kits

The Sidearm Kit is 
selected first and based 
on the vehicle make and 

model.

C Hitch Kits

The available Hitch 
Kits include a variety 

of Pintles, 50mm 
and 70mm balls.



part   numbers   explained

MCL5

Ordering a bar is as easy as A, B, C. All product part numbers in the 
range begin with “MCL5” Modular CLass 5.

MCL5 A -1002

SIDEARM KITSA
Sidearm Kits are chosen first and are based on the vehicle make and model, side arm 

profile and the geometry of the truck chassis. Part numbers all contain “A”. For example:

MCL5 B-840

CROSS TUBESB
The Cross Tube is chosen based on the truck chassis width. The part numbers contain “B” 

and the chassis width in mm. For example:

MCL5 C-STD-PIN

HITCH KITSC
Hitch Kits are selected third and cover a range of towing solutions. Part numbers all 
contain “C” and feature the hitch kit description in the part number. For example:
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SUPERIOR FINISH & PROTECTION

Every Hayman Reese towbar is specially 
protected against corrosion by 
MetalShieldTM; an advanced e-Coat and 
tough powder coat finish that provides 
protection from the elements and is 
corrosion resistant.

Backed by decades of experience in 
towing, our industry-leading products 
include towbars, towing accessories, 
weight distribution, and brake 
controllers. The new Modular Class 5 
range is designed and tested to deliver 
an easy solution for truck fitments and 
provides you with the quality you have 
come to trust from Hayman Reese. 

LIFETIME WARRANTY

At Hayman Reese, we stand by the 
quality of our products and proudly offer 
a lifetime warranty against 
manufacturing defects.  For as long as 
you own the vehicle, you can rest 
assured that the quality of our 
workmanship is guaranteed. 

EXCEEDS AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS

Hayman Reese towbars are designed 
and manufactured to exceed AS4177, 
the Australian standard for towbars. 
Hayman Reese towbars are tested in a 
dedicated National Association of 
Testing Authorities (NATA) accredited 
towing test laboratory in Australia.

DEDICATED PRODUCT SUPPORT

Our dedicated support team are here to 
ensure we provide the correct tailored 
solutions for your fitment. Working with 
our product and engineering team in 
Melbourne, we ensure you have only 
the safest, highest quality towing 
products for trucks and tippers.

OVER 75 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Since the first towbar was manufactured 
for sale by Eric Hayman in 1941, 
Hayman Reese has been the leader in 
providing after-market towing solutions 
in Australia. A true pioneer of the 
industry, the brand is synonymous with 
premium quality and engineering 
excellence.  Our ongoing commitment 
to innovation ensures that our products 
have continually evolved to meet the 
changing needs of vehicle towing over 
the years.

Hayman Reese
P.O. Box 4050
Dandenong South, VIC, 3164
Phone 1800 812 017
www.haymanreese.com.au
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